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Photo: From left to right: Urban Chic chrome fisnished Sink faucet, matte black, brushed nickel, and 

brushed gold by Ramon Soler® 

 
 

The exclusive collection of Urban Chic taps by 
Ramon Soler® surrenders to color finishes 

 
Urban Chic, the award-winning iF Design Award faucet collection, makes us fall in 
love with its design and incredible cascading with the innovative patented 
Tourbillon system. Now we are wowed by the latest cutting-edge finishes: 
brushed gold, chrome, brushed nickel and matte black. 
 
The Urban Chic faucet collection has been created and patented by Ramon Soler®. The beauty 
of its lines, its way of offering us cascading water, as if it were a clear, silent, and friendly 
spring of water, make the collection a unique and exceptional product. 

The effort, work and sacrifice put by Ramon Soler® in this collection is reflected in his iF Design 
Award. The international award, recognized as a seal of excellence in design, was not 
indifferent to its daring aesthetics, as well as elegant: combining unexpected curves, straight 
lines, and angles; let alone its Tourbillon system for its beautiful cascading water outlet. A 
unique and exceptional water circuit that controls the force and tension of the water, to 
deliver it tame in the form of a waterfall. 
 
This collection had almost everything to be perfect, and now it has it. It comes in the latest on-
trend finishes - matte black, brushed nickel and brushed gold and its eternal chrome finish - 
which will bring the most up-to-date aesthetics to a faucet of an impeccable nature. 
 
 

https://nubedebarasona.com/index.php/s/9CYXfwjCpG4zTsS
http://www.ramonsoler.net/
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On the one hand, the brushed gold finish could not be missing, of pure sophistication that, 
combined with washbasins or bathtubs with simple lines, manages to create a luminous, 
elegant, and stylish set. Brushed nickel, a finish that defines its timeless beauty and 
handcrafted look. Finally, the brand has not neglected the color of immaculate elegance: 
matte black, trends in architecture and interior design focus again on the color black, which 
never goes out of style and is now an essential in the faucets of the most modern bathrooms. 
current. 
 

 
Photo: High spout single-lever, matte black finished, of Urban Chic Collection by 

 Ramon Soler® 
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This range of brushed gold and nickel finishes is possible thanks to the revolutionary PVD 
(physical vapor deposition) technique that allows creating different colors with a metal 
coating, providing resistance and durability. 

For the matte black finish, an electrostatic bath is carried out on sophisticated galvanizing, 
which gives it a durability in the salt spray test 10 times higher than chrome plating. 

The guarantee of maximum quality is an essential condition for Ramon Soler®. These new 
finishes, together with the chrome, combine the best aesthetics, along with the best quality 
and technology. 

Finally, it should be noted that the Urban Chic collection is a very complete collection, which 
not only offers the washbasin taps in the latest finishes, but also takes care of every detail and 
offers the same finishes as well. quick clack valves, siphons, and of course also other types of 
taps such as: shower columns, floor-standing taps for washbasin and bathtub, built-in 
washbasin and shower, and bidet taps. 
 
 

 
Photo: Standing column for single-lever bathtub, brushed gold finished, of Urban Chic Collection by 

Ramon Soler® 
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If you want to share this news on social media, we would love you to tag Ramon Soler ® 
 

@ramonsoleroficial 

@ramonsoler_oficial 

Ramon Soler 

@RamonSoler_Ind 
 

 

 

 

About Ramon Soler® 

A mixers manufacturing company based in Barcelona since 1890, with facilities of 16,000 m2 in San Joan 
Despí (Barcelona). 

Its catalog offers a wide range of faucets and hydrotherapy systems that stand out for being eco-
efficient, aesthetic, comfortable and highly reliable products. Ramon Soler® has created faucet models 
designed for people, seeking not only to create beauty, also comfort and precision in their mechanisms. 
For several decades, they have prioritized research to optimize not only the consumption of water and 
energy but also the optimization of materials and production processes. 

Ramon Soler® has become an international reference brand because its products have been certified 
with the most demanding regulations and its commercial networks extend to 5 continents, in more than 
50 countries. 
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